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In "Reincarnation: Past Lives and the Akaashic Record" Lois J. Wetzel,MFA, has written the

long-awaited sequel to her first book, "Akashic Records: Case Studies of Past Lives." Yet

"Reincarnation" takes the reader on a trip to the past like none other. Once again, riveting stories of

the past lives of scores of different people are narrated. These lifetimes go back hundreds of

thousands of years on Earth, allowing the reader glimpses of long-lost civilizations not contained in

our historical record. In this book, unlike the first, the author challenges our ancient history as

wrong, giving ample examples of proof we have lived on this swirling ball of minerals for hundreds of

thousands of years! She also cites current new information indicating recent scientific discoveries

which may support the reality of reincarnation.
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This is what I would call an â€œauthenticâ€• book. That is, the author â€“ who is a long-time

practicing spiritual healer and teacher of over 30 years â€“ writes honestly and simply about the

subject of past life readings, a complex subject that many people believe to be either an

impossibility or simply creative fiction. The authorâ€™s credibility is important here, because she is

presenting information on various aspects of reincarnation that may not fit with the readerâ€™s

personal view of what it is or even IF it is, as well as the therapeutic value of past life readings.This

book includes numerous actual case studies, including the feedback received from her clients. Very

important, too, is that in reading through these case studies the reader has an opportunity to



consciously reflect on his/her own current life experience through reading about the life lessons of

others.The book includes chapters covering several subjects: how the author came to give past life

readings, how she does them, the therapeutic value of the readings for her clients, and background

information on reincarnation and the Akashic records, her life mission, overlapping and parallel

lifetimes, a new look at â€œancientâ€• history, examples of past lives of historical/famous

personalities, and a powerful chapter on forgiveness and compassion.As the author states in her

book: â€œDo not worry if you cannot accept everything I write here. Just let what you cannot accept

be like a twig in the river. If you donâ€™t like that twig, let it float past you. If you stay on the river,

you may find that you end up with a collection of nice new twigs you do like, but please donâ€™t feel

you have to collect them all.â€•My recommendation is to stay with the book and draw your own

conclusions. I found it to be both fascinating and thought provoking.

It is said that just before Gautama Buddha passed on, the entire span of his earthly lives unspooled

before his mindâ€™s eye. Reincarnation is a hugely fascinating and mysterious subject. How is it

relevant? Is it helpful to know about our previous lives? Lois Wetzel, a gifted seer and healer (in the

tradition of Edgar Cayce), tells us it is indeed helpful. By tapping into the Akashic records, or the

â€œmemoryâ€• of the universe, Lois has helped many people move beyond repeating, limiting, and

sometimes self-destructive life patterns. She explains beautifully how she works; with careful details

given to her method of â€œreading,â€• which is not the same as â€œpast-life regression.â€• She cites

numerous case histories that show how the work has resulted in an individual's deep healing,

peace, and a restored sense of purpose. I highly recommend this book to anyone searching for a

holistic understanding of the soulâ€™s journey.

Having read The Akashic Records; Case Studies of Past Lives, I was excited by the news that Lois

was releasing a new book and it didn't fail in meeting my expectations. The book was well written

and easy to read with links and references to books and other reading material to back up

statements that Lois made. The book had some very thought provoking topics including; parallel

lives and quantum physics to name a few. I would highly recommend this book to anybody

interested in past lives ,or anybody who is a complete skeptic, as this book may make you think

differently about this topic.

I have read all of Lois' books. I feel she is an exceptional writer and her material is very easy to read

and understand. Having a personal experience in my youth had prompted me to become very



interested in metaphysical studies. So, for the last 28 years I have read a great deal on many things

and past lives happens to be one of my favorite and interesting subjects. I have found this Title to be

a very easy to understand and the content is very thought provoking. Lois writes from personal

experience with people who sometimes have very mundane experiences that are easy to identify

with. Sometimes the scenarios are a bit more fantastic but Lois gives you the option to use your

discernment when absorbing the information and just keep what resonates with you. Recently I've

been cleaning up my Kindle library and this for me is a keeper. If you have any interest in the

subject I highly recommended getting this book. It's certainly believable and interesting enough to

read more than once. My takeaway from reading it was that we are more complex than we

sometimes give ourselves credit for and life surely is meant for a purpose, no matter how simple or

fantastic it may present itself. Happy reading!

This is one of the best book written on the subject of reincarnation. I love the author's first book, but

this one is even better than the first one. I feel there are more spiritual oriented people in the case

studies which makes this book more profound and inspiring.

This was a fascinating book! I liked that the author wants the reader to be open minded and draw

their own conclusions to the readings presented in the book. It is very interesting reading about

these past lives and how the past fits into the present in one way or another. The descriptions in the

readings were vivid, as if the lifetime being described just happened. I highly recommend this book

to anyone who has wondered about reincarnation, and the Akashic Records. -- Dawn
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